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1. Introduction

Alignment creation by elastic heavy particle scattering has been studied for many
years by Omont [1], by D'yakonov and Perel 21, and by Petrashen, Rebane, and
Rebane 3-12]. The technique has been adapted for arbitrary perturbers (including
electrons) by Fuj imoto et al. [ 3 and by Fuj imoto and Kazantsev 14]. In the case of
heavy particle perturbers (e.g. ions) there was an argument by Petrashen, Rebane, and
Rebane 7] that under certain conditions (namely only elastic scattering is possible
and the semi-classical straight-line trajectory assumption holds) in the case of an
isolated level, alignment can not be created by elastic scattering. This contention has
been questioned by Dashevskaya and Nikitin [15] who argued that the above
conclusion of Petrashen et al. 7 is due to an extra symmetry introduced into the
problem by the straight-line trajectory approximation (which introduces detailed
balance for magnetic sublevel to magnetic sublevel transitions) and if a more accurate
approximation is made alignment creation can be obtained by elastic scattering. (See
the discussion in Fujimoto et al. 13].) In the case of inelastic scattering Kazantsev et
al. 16,17] gave a quanturn-mechanical definition of the alignment creation cross
section. In earlier works, Trajmar et al. [18] and Csanak et al. 19] adopted the
inelastic alignment creation cross section definition of Kazantsev et al. 16,17] for
elastic electron scattering and reported results for Ba [ 1 8] and V ions [ 1 9] based on
that formula. (Apparently Dashevskaya and Nkitin [15] used the same formula.)
However, a closer inspection of the semi-classical formula of Fujimoto et al. 13] and
Fujimoto and Kazantsev 14] as well as the quantum-mechanical rate equations of
Ben-Reuven 20] and Nienhuis 21] and Bommier and Sahal-Brechot 22] also
indicated that the inelastic scattering formula might not hold for elastic scattering. The
present work reinvestigates this problem, and shows that indeed the alignment
creation cross section formula is different for elastic scattering, as compared to the
inelastic scattering formula.

2. Semi-classical background

Fujimoto et al. 13] and Fujimoto and Kazantsev 14] gave the following formula for
the alignment creation cross section by elastic scattering (Eq. 3.15b in Fujimoto et al.
[13]),
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where D,,.Fm. and QFm.,,Fm, were defined as Eq. 314 in Fuj imoto et al. 3

D,,,,,, = 2irf bdby _1(aFMIS'.IaFM,)12 (I b)[6MM'

and
Q.FMaFM = 2.7rf bdbJ(aFMISIaFM )12 (IC)

(we have adopted their [ 314] notation).

These equations are somewhat involved and it is difficult to see their relationship to

the inelastic scattering formulas. By simple algebraic transformation it can be shown

that co(20) can be written in the form,

or,(20 = (2F + )-"' 1(-I)'+m �FFM - M120)2jrf bdbJ[b,., -J(aFMISIaFM )12

M M

(2)

where (as in Fujimoto et al. 13]) S, refers to the S-matrix (actually an operator) in

the'collision frame'whose axis is parallel to the incident electron beam.

If we now introduce the , operator by the definition,

Sc = I T (3)

we obtain,

CTO(20 = (2F + I-U2 2(_l)F-M+1(FFM - M 120)

12irf bdb[(aFM IT. I aFM) + (aFM IT,+ I aFM)] + Q"FMaFM'l (4)

The second term on the right hand side is identical in form to the expression for the

alignment creation cross section in the case of inelastic processes. Tile first term is a

linear term in the T-operator and it is an additional term for elastic scattering. Its

physical meaning in this semi-classical treatment is not clear. It will become clear in

the quantum mechanical analysis presented in the next section. Similar additional

linear terms appear in the relaxation rate-equations of Ben-Reuven 20], Nienhuis

[2 1 ] and Bommier and Sahal-Brechot 22].

3. Wave-packet formulation of alignment creation by elastic
scattering

The above uncertainties prompted us to reinvestigate the quantum-mechanical

problem of alignment creation by elastic scattering. In this initial investigation we
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shall assume non-relativistic conditions for the scattering electron, we shall treat the
electron as a distinguishable particle, the target is also treated non-relativistically, but
some semi-relativistic effects in the target (e.g. spin-orbit coupling) will be allowed.

We will assume that the incident electron beam is described by the wave-packet (see
e.g. Rodberg and Thaler 23], p 190),

(Di dk- A(k I k, a) e-" IhIE,.,

i., = 2.ir) (5)

where in spatial representation,

(i, alk a) = e k-i I?,, CO (6)

with referring to the wave-vector and a referring to the spin of the incident
electron; Ek h 2k2 12m. We shall assume that theA(k) function is strongly peaked

around the ki, value of the wave vector with a width of 6k << ki,, (for the wave-
packet description of a collision experiment, see Chapter 2 of Rodberg and Thaler
[23]).

We shall assume that the initial atomic state vector with energy E., is given by

1i M) (7)

where J refers to the total angular momentum quantum number and M to its
projection.
Thus the initial state of the electron plus target system is described by the state-vector,

I(D]M.ii. (2.7r)-' f dk Ak) a) e-( i / h)Ek t1i M) (8)

where,
EJ = Ek + EJ (9)

is the total energy of the electron plus atom system.

If we now let the incident electron interact with the target and want to look at the
system i the asymptotic future (i.e. for t - oo) then we can write the state vector of
the electron plus target system in the forrn,

)-6 - (H h)E,� i I I I IIow). = 2,T f A, A(k I)e- f di,' 1, (k, a, ;JM, Isliw a) IJMI;k af
M a,

I )

where,

ka;im) ka I im) (I )

is the state-vector of the non-interacting electron plus target system, and is the
scattering operator. In Eq.(10) we only wrote out explicitly the elastic scattering terms

3
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while the inelastic scattering terms were suppressed since they will not appear in the
final elastic subspace expression considered in the present work.

Let us assume now that electrons are scattered elastically with final wave vector ko of

arbitrary direction and spin ao (i.e. the magnitude of ko is the same as that of the

incident wave vector, i) and we do not detect the scattered electrons. We want to
obtain the reduced density matrix of the final state of the target system under these
conditions. The appropriate procedure was described e.g. by Blum 24]. The reduced
density matrix of the target states under the assumption that the electrons scattered
elastically can be given in the forrn,

I -'If dko(koao I-V(t)),,.,-"u,(4)(t)jk0a0)

Poll, = (2,7r) (12)
2 aa(,

where we have also introduced an averaging over the spin of the incident electron
assuming an unpolarized incident electron beam. Using Eq. (IO) in Eq (I 2) we obtain,

Pout I (2;r)-9 I f dk(f dk� A(k,) e( HOE,,, f dk, A(k2) e(i")E,2'
2 aa(, (13)

X EIJMII)(JM2'1(k,)ao;JMI'lSlkla;JM)(k2a;JMIS'lkOao;JM2,)
MI.M21

For the matrix elements of this reduced density operator we obtain,

(im, lp'. I m') =- ouIM, I (2.7r)-9 If dko f dki A(k,) eUMEA, If dk2 A(k,) e(i1')Ej2'
2 aa,

X k(a0;JM�jSjka;JM)(ka;JA�S'1koaO;JM2

(14)

If we now write the scattering operator in the form,

S = I - 27 i 6E - HO) T (15)

(where Ho is the Hamiltonian of the non-interacting electron plus target system) then

we shall obtain four terms for p"MM, -

We obtain the first term if we make the substitutions, - I and S' - I in Eq.(14).
Then we obtain for the first term,

PM"","M') = M, A4, 6MM (16)

which is equal to the density matrix element of the initial state given in the form,

Pill =I JMXJM 1 (17)

4
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The second term is obtained if we make the substitution - I and
S+ - 2irib(E - HO)T'. Then we obtain,

Pont(2) - ki dki f dk2 A(k,) A'(k,)6(E, - E,,

M M = 2jr)-5 i 6, M ' I aMIT I kina;JM2j
2

(18)
where we used the fact that the A(k) function is strongly peaked at kin (see the
discussion in Rodberg and Thaler 23], p. 194).

According to Rodberg and Thaler (p. 195) 23] the probability that the incident wave-
packet crosses a unit area perpendicular to the z-axis (the direction of propagation of
the packet) can be given by,

dP dk dk2 A(k,)A'(k -E (I 9)2jrh vn f f 1-3 2)6(E4, k)
dS (2;r)' (2;r),

where vin is the initial speed of the center of the wave packet and can be given as,

Vin - hkin (20)
M

In fact, dPIdS represents the current created by the wave packet (see e.g. Rodberg
and Thaler 23] pp 20-21, 195). Thus we obtain,

our(2) M dP IPM = - i -6M'M - a;JM Tk a;im (21)M, h2 (kin ill
kin dS 2 I

If we now introduce the scattering amplitude by the definition,

fZ�12 2.7rh' (k1fi;JM2jTjk1a;JM,) (22)

where = 1'21 and and refer to the polar angles of k 2 relative to i, then we

obtain,
nut(2) - 2,7ri dP I fZZ',( = , = )'6m, M (23)

PMIMI kill dS 2

M, is obtained if we make the substitutions

The third term for pM,

S - 2jdb(E - HO)T, S - A calculation analogous to that used for the second
term gives the result,

nul(3) 2.ir dP IM, = - - - I f,.;, O = O 0),5",M, (24)
PM, kill dS 2

Finally the fourth term contributing to p,,,, is obtained if the -2jdb(E - HOT,M. 
S' - 2db(E - H)T' substitutions are made. This gives the result,

Off,141 dP IP M, M I - - I f d0j,`,"O, (00, 00) fZ�' 2 (00, 0() (25)
dS 2
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Here we are interested in the change of the reduced atomic density matrix by elastic
scattering, Thus we define the quantity,

AP I , PM"" - M'M' (26)

where,

In
PMIM' (JM1V111JM2) (27)

Using Eqn's (I 6), 17), 21), 24), and 25) in Eq. 26), we obtain,

2.7r dP I
APM'M' I kx, = ' O 0g., - fMAf' 0� = 0, 0 = 0)6MM,

kin dS 2

dP (28)
dQOfZ�-J60100)fMA4,'(00,100)

dS 2

This is the fully quantum mechanically obtained expression which shows the linear
terms in the scattering amplitude and corresponds to the semi-classical expression
given by our Eq.(4). Here we shall make an argument which is based on the
assumption that the scattering electron is considered distinguishable (i.e. we neglect
exchange) and is described non-relativistically. Under these assumptions the angular
momentum projection quantum number of the target state and the spin-projection of
the incident electron are conserved upon elastic scattering in the forward direction and
they are independent of the spin projection of the incident electron. We can therefore
write,

fzz' ( = ' 0) fMM = , = )bm'w' (29)

Then we obtain for Apmm, the formula

APM, M = 2z idP [fmf ( = , 0 0 _ f ( = , = )] 6m, 6"."

kin dS (30)

+ dP I I f MJZ�,� (00, 00) fZ�, (00,100)
dS 2

If we now use the mathematical identity,

f,, ( = , = - fm*, ( = , = ) 2 i Im fmm (t = , = )

along with the optical theorem (see e.g. Rodberg and Thaler 23] pp 183-186),

Im fm.,f ( _ , = = k. am",

4,T

where am is the integrated cross section defined by the formula,

I f d fZZ (0, 0)1' (31)
2
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we obtain for Apmm, the expression,

dP dP
APMIMI -CFMM, mm, 6M 2 'I f IdQJZ��, 6(, 0.)fZ, *(00., 00) (32)

IdS IdS 2 .:"

These transformations are of great physical significance as we will see below.

This expression was obtained with the assumption that the initial state was described
by the density operator,

P in = jM)I(jMj (17)

Here we are interested in alignment creation by elastic scattering from an initial
isotropic state (with no alignment). The isotropic state will be described by the
density operator,

Psoin Ilim)(iml (33)
2J+1 

giving the initial density matrix as,
ill'isoHIM bm'M, (34)- 2J + 1

Since Pin is additive from the p" elements', we can simply sum Eq.(32) over M andiso
divide by (2J + 1) to obtain,

130 dP I
APMIMI GM 6M, - f dQjZa- (O., 00) (35)

IdS 2J +I -2 aao M

where Ap"m. is the change of the density matrix element of the initially isotropic

state by the elastically scattered electron. The alignment created in the scattering
process from the isotropic state can be given in the form (see e.g. Blum 24], p. 98),

51 /2
(T(J) + ) I [3M - J(J + 1)] Q(M) (36)

20 [(2J + 3)(2J + 1J(2J - 1)(J + 1)] 1/2M

where
Q(M = Ap'so (37)

From Eq.(35) we obtain,

ise, dP I
ApMM CFMM 1 If dQOjfZaW

IdS 2J + 1 2 Iwo

dP I I mm _,gm"f (38)
IdS 2 1 2 (a MI

IdS 2Y-,, YgmM, -gmmMl
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where we have defined the rMN I cross section by the formula,

CYMMI M I (,aa, (39)
2 mm,

a(zo

We can define the alignment creation cross section by the formula,

= dP )-'(T(J) (40)Q20 - 20
dS

which gives,

51 12

Q20 1/22 3M - J(J + 1)] q(M) (41)
[(2J + 3)(2J + I)J(2J - 1)(J + 1)] M

where

q(M) CrMM I'gwff. - or (42)
2J+l 2 . .... Ml mm 2J+I Ml mm

For the J = I case which is relevant to the experiment of Trajmar et al. 1 8],

(2)1 /2 2 1/21

Q20 = (q(l - O) = - (orl + yl- - 2rol) (43)
3 (3) 3

For electron scattering from laser excited neutral Barium, we have from converged
close coupling (CCC) calculations (Trajmar et al. [ 1 8]):

Table 1. Magnetic Sublevel Cross Sections and Alignment Creation Cross
Section The Magnetic sublevel cross sections m'? alignment creation cross section
Q20 and the total cross section Q (all in units of 10-16 CM2 for differing incident

electron energies.

E''(eV): 2.8 20.0 97.8k

cri 0 1.16 0.59 0.054
al-I 4.52 1.57 0.360
0,01 1.97 0.70 0.054
Q20 0.47 0.21 0.310
Q 114.30 36.36 j2.26j

The earlier calculation by Trajmar et al. 18] that used the inelastic formula forQ20
gave the respective values of 870 233 and 1.00 for the above energies.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Here we have obtained a formula by quantum-mechanical methods for the alignment
creation cross section by elastic electron scattering. The formula obtained differs from
the analogous formula relevant for inelastic electron scattering. In the case of a J = I

8
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to J =I transition according to the inelastic formula the alignment created is
proportional to the quantity a(l - a(0) where a(M) is the excitation cross section of
the M magnetic sublevel and thus a(l = cr,- + U1 + J,,) 3 and
a(0 = cro- + ro + ,,) 3 where cr,,m. refers to the cross section of the electron
impact induced M' to M transition. In the elastic scattering alignment creation formula
obtained by us in the case of a J = I to J = I elastic scattering, the alignment created is
proportional to the quantity q(l)-q(O) where q(l = a(l - or, 3 and
q(O = a(0 -aoo/ 3. Thus in obtaining q(M), the elastic scattering cross section by
the M magnetic sublevel, am,,,, is subtracted. Indeed it was intuitively felt for some
time by us that such a cross section (i.e. am,,f ) should not contribute to the alignment
creation cross section by elastic scattering. Thus we can conclude that the 'linear
terms' that were missing in the earlier expression have clear physical meaning in the
quantum mechanical case while their meaning in the semi-classical case was not clear
[27]. Our derivation considered only direct scattering, i.e. the incident electron was
considered distinguishable from the target electrons. The wave packet treatment of
exchange was discussed by Goldberger and Watson 25], by Rodberg and Thaler 23],
and by Kelly [26].These works indicate that the major part of our results carry over
when exchange scattering is also considered. However when both exchange and spin-
orbit coupling are incorporated into the treatment the final formula might not be
correct. However as long as the spin-flip cross section is small in the forward
direction compared to the spin-conserved cross section (no spin-flip) our formula
derived here will be valid and the essential physical interpretation discussed above
will still obtain. Future work will be directed toward the treatment of exchange and
spin-orbit coupling effects quantitatively.
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A short demonstration of using the Flexible Atomic Code (FAC)

Hui Chen
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94551, USA

1. Basic information on the FAC code

FAC stands for Flexible Atomic Code. It was written and maintained by Ming-Feng Gu.
Gu is at the Physics department, Stanford University at the present. The code was written
when Gu was at MIT as a Chandra Fellow, a prestigious award given to young talented
astrophysicists.

The FAC code is distributed free of charge. Anyone who is interested can download the
code from website:
http://kipac-tree.staiif'(rd.edu/1'ac
Ming Feng Gu, Stanford University, mfgy Ca, stanford.edu Tel: 650-724-3431

One of the greatest virtues of the FAC code is that it is easy to use. It uses simple python
scripts to carry out complex functions. It is ideal for people who do not want to get too
deep into the complicated atomic calculation theories and numerical techniqes but want
to gain decent atomic predictions.

The tasks the FAC can perform are vast in number and range. Details can be obtained
from the manuals included with the free code package. One cannot only use the already
built-in capacities to obtain the desired atomic calculations, but also use the easy-to-apply
output (such as cross-sections) as input for ones own models (such as a kinetic atomic
model). Both aspects have been tested and put to actual applications by many with great
successes.

However, as the author's "disclaimer" from the manual states:

"FAC isfreely distributed in the hope that it will be useful. The author makes every effort
to ensure its correctness. However, he does not guarantee itsfitness to any specific
purpose. The author is not responsiblefor any damage resultingfrom the use of this
program, including failure to obtain or loss of tenure."

2. Atomic physics embedded in the FAC code

The FAC code is an integrated software package to calculate various atomic radiative and
collisional processes, including energy levels, radiative transition rates, collisional
excitation and ionization by electron impact, photoionization, autoionization, radiative
recombination and dielectronic capture. The package also includes a collisions] radiative
model to construct synthetic spectra for plasmas under different physical conditions. It
also calculates the degree of linear polarizations. Gu has compared the FAC calculations
with those from other codes. Two examples are shown in the Table I and Figure .
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Table I
Comparison with Sampson Zhang Code

ilewi FAC AE FAC gf 9Z AE SZ gf

2 (2p.,j,,23sj;,-,)j 7M-99 0.1214 727.22 0.1102

4 (2pj,,j3sj.,-jj 739.24 0.1049 739.50 0.0937

16 (2pj/fX-,1-)j 802.42 0.0103 802.64 0.0099

22 (2p,.j1i?3d.5,;1j)j 812.88 0.6333 813-15 0.6095

26 (2p, '�-23d, :f,) 1 827-32 2.6120 827-69 2.5514

30 (2sj;-23P1;'2), 894.81 0.0338 894.83 0.0358

32 (2si/23P.1.1-2), 899.18 0.2767 899.18 0-2868

R

?

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 21

S-K-W E-rgy k�14

Figure 1: Comparison of M sublevel collision strength of Ne-like Iron from FAC
calculation and Zhang and Sampson's calculations. Solid lines are FAC results; diamonds
are from Zhang and Sampson (PRA 41, 198, 1990). Thinner lines for M=1 states, thicker
lines for M=O states. Levels 27,23,17,3 correspond to 3C, 3D, 3E and 3G lines.

Gu provides users with a number of documents. They are included in the doc folder of
the package. Besides 76 pages manual (which explains the usages and the functions of
the code), Gu has papers on the following topics that describe the detailed atomic
physics model of the code:

The Flexible Atomic Code: L Atomic Structure

The Flexible Atomic Code: H. Electron Impact Excitation

The Flexible Atomic Code: 111. Photoionization and Radiative ecombination

The Flexible Atomic Code: IV. Autoionization and Dielectronic Recombination

The Flexible Atomic Code: V. Electron Impact Ionization

The published reference for the FAC code is:

Gu, M. F., Astrophysical Journal, 582, 1241, 2003)
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